
Pöttinger Aerosem F and Terria Viewing Day  
 
New 2021 equipment on show – the Aerosem F and Terria 
On this Friday 4th December, Pöttinger and Atkins are staging a viewing day for the new “Aerosem F 
/ Lion” (front hopper one pass system) and Terria (trailed stubble cultivator) at the Atkins Farm 
Machinery hub in Carrigrohane Road, Cork. With ongoing restrictions, it has not been possible to 
have open days or open field demonstrations, so we are hosting an invitation only viewing of this 
Pöttinger equipment. 
 

 
 

The Aerosem F is a high volume, pneumatic front hopper seed drill with electric metering. 
Choose one or two metering units for simultaneous sowing of two different components. Seed 
mixture components are placed in a single shoot slot. The compact, folding coulter rail with a 
short headstock puts the centre of gravity close to the tractor 
 
There will be 2 units on display, a 4 meter and a 5 meter, both are front hopper with rear folding 
power harrow configurations, seed and fertilizer compatible and using double disc coulters. 

 
 
Also present on the day will be the new 
“Terria” (trailed stubble cultivator).  TERRIA 
trailed machines cover a wide range of 
applications in soil cultivation. Perfect 
ground tracking is a prerequisite for working 
at the same depth across the whole working 
width, every square metre of soil is 
valuable. It is fully versatile to meet the 
highest expectations. 
 



 
“One pass systems” with wider working widths are generating a lot of interest in Ireland and with a 
forecasted increase in grain price we are hitting the market at the right time  

 
Pöttinger and Atkins Subject Matter Experts and support staff will be present on the day between 
10am and 5pm. 
 
Please contact any of the following to make an appointment: 
John Walsh:  086-8118662 
Denis Buckley:  086-2561620 
Kevin O’Riordan: 086-3841995 
Jamie Hayes:  086-0252361 
 


